Creative works and education, quality entertainment and endless game are the characteristics of the brand new Asterias Children's Club at Creta Maris Convention & Golf Resort, in Hersonissos, Crete. «We so much emphasize on the satisfaction of our younger guests as we do for the older ones and maybe even more. Parents' satisfaction mostly depends on children’s satisfaction level. Moreover, sometimes the more satisfied young guests we have, the more repeated guests we get» notes Mrs Corinna Alexandri, Public Relations Manager, Creta & Terra Maris Convention & Golf Resort. This year, Asterias Children's Club operates under the supervision of British special PB Kids Ltd. The PB Kids is a professional organization for child care that follows the exact health and safety standards of Britain and use policies and procedures to ensure excellent services to children -and therefore- tranquillity to the parents. Asterias Children's Club targets children from 3 to 11 years, housed in a brand new specially designed building, created according to the highest standards. The purchase of furniture and other equipment was a significant investment to ensure higher quality, greater security and better entertainment. The outdoor equipment is comprised by wonderful wooden toys that allow activities to all age groups. Asterias Children's Club services are offered free of charge daily from 9.00 until 17.00, except Sundays which, in Creta Maris, are devoted to the family. During the high season, there will be additional evening activities. Exciting daily programs, some more and some less active, always with care and guidance of fully qualified staff, excites children and helps their parents relax carefree, enjoying the sun, the sea or devoting time to what they want. The program has a wide variety of activities with innovative ideas that inspire children of all ages, and many outdoor sport activities which encourages them to develop their skills while having fun. It should finally be noted that the PB Kids, and the parent company Powder Byrne, enjoy international recognition, having more than twenty years of tradition and experience in quality child care services provided to hotels and resorts worldwide.